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Abstract
Although tools for developing graphical user interfaces are becoming increasingly popular, they do not usually highlight precisely which key elements developers should take into account. This still entails considerable expertise in developing user interfaces. In this paper we present an approach to overcome these problems. Our approach is based on a model for interaction objects and a corresponding design space. This is supported by a toolkit where the available interaction objects are initially classified by their semantics whereas in most current toolkits they are investigated by their appearance. This facilitates designers and developers in identifying the interactors needed in order to obtain an Interactive System supporting user tasks.
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1. Introduction

There is a general agreement that developing user interfaces is still a difficult task. Various limitations in current tools are described in [11], for example appearance-driven design of the available interaction techniques or poor support for their application semantics (by “application semantics” we mean what an interaction object provides in the direction of the application). Generally speaking, current User Interface Systems provide a wide range of interaction objects which are designed with poor abstractions and with a lot of low level details, particularly in their appearance. This generates two types of difficulties:

- One is related to identifying which interaction object is most suitable for implementing the interaction desired.
- The other is in developing complex User Interface Systems by trying to compose interaction objects with not very clear semantics and with poor support for their composition in order to exchange information among them.

To overcome these problems we propose a new approach based on some results related to analytical work on formal system modelling [3] [4] [18]. Our aim is to obtain an engineering model for the design and implementation of interaction objects, which we call interactors. Our approach takes the viewpoint of researchers and developers of Interactive Systems, and is addressed to other researchers and developers, along with users of Interactive Systems.
In our case, interactors are defined by an architectural model, aimed at:

- Obtaining a methodology which allows designers to easily define the set of interaction objects needed by taking into account the user’s perspective. This is achieved firstly with a task analysis which is then refined into a hierarchy of objects. This entails characterising interaction objects in terms of the user task which they are able to support.
- Providing a template which explicitly indicates to developers the main components and relationships which must be considered in designing and implementing interaction objects.
- Encapsulating their general dynamic behaviour by indicating the relationships among the components in terms of access to their functionalities. Each specific interactor can then be obtained by refining the general model. This adds further constraints to the dynamic behaviour and refines data types and processing.
- Improving the reusability of interaction objects through a clear, structured approach.

Our approach is supported by a toolkit whose hierarchy is organised so as to clearly identify the range of the possible solutions that designers need to assess when deciding which interaction object to use in a specific development of Interactive Systems.

We decided to characterise each interactor in terms of the basic task which it supports by extending the approach in [5]. This makes it easier to translate user tasks into calls to the functions of the system available. In fact, interaction objects are characterised in terms of the processing they support (selecting a value, activating an application function or determining a location, and so on), whereas in most current toolkits they are defined by their appearance.

We then show an approach that supports an interactor refinement, primarily by refining the corresponding task.

We define a task in terms of accesses to the functionality of a system in order to modify its state or to query it. Tasks depend on the part of an Interactive System they refer to:

- **presentation-related tasks** do not require access to the functional core (i.e., the set of application functionalities which are independent of the interaction objects used to interact with the user). They can only be performed by the UIS (User Interface System) component of an Interactive System; for example, by changing the layout of the windows on the screen or selecting a visualised object;
- **application-related tasks** require access to the functional core (i.e., the part of an Interactive System which is independent of the components used to interact with the user); for example, the functionality of a file system or of a network.

2. Related Works

In [11] interaction techniques are characterised on the basis of their semantic effects rather than their appearance. This method was used to develop the ACE environment [12], where a limited number of abstractions is provided.

Humanoid [14] was developed so that all features should be visible and changeable by designers, which means that designers can control all aspects of an interface design. Five semi-independent dimensions were thus identified: application semantics, presentation, behaviour, dialogue sequencing, and action side-effects. UIDE [6] is an interesting model-based environment where in the application model the designer describes the functionality of an application as a set of actions which are associated with pre- and post-conditions, parameters and parameter constraints. When an application object has been created and registered, its corresponding presentation object is displayed. The UIDE runtime architecture is designed so that application action semantics is used to guide the dialogue sequencing. In UIDE the interaction objects are dependent on widgets of current toolkits which communicate by call-backs with a dialogue manager. This requires low level support for communicating with higher levels, and it may create problems in mapping application objects with widgets with not well defined semantics.

None of these proposals has a specific architectural model for interaction objects. This is a serious drawback because developers have no clear indication about the main aspects to take into account when deciding how to structure and choose interaction objects.
Existing architectural proposals include PAC [1], Theseus [9], Dialogue Cells [20] and Abstract-View-Link [7]. We differ from these works in that we focus on the problem of characterising interaction objects in terms of their semantic effects. We also make more explicit distinctions about their input and output functionalities along with their relationships. Smalltalk [8] has a similar architecture to our interactors, however in our approach each component has more explicitly defined functionalities and interfaces with the other components. This allows us to overcome a problem of Smalltalk MVC which is that the components are too tightly coupled. In addition, we have defined a set of composition operators for our interactors [19].

Myers [16] developed a group of interactors to identify meaningful abstractions to facilitate developing user interfaces. These interactors try to encapsulate the behaviour of typical interactions. All the specific interactions are then obtained by giving values to a long list of parameters. Our approach is different because we start from a unique general model for interactors. We then refine specific interactors by working on the design space that has been identified and which has been implemented in the hierarchy of the interaction objects available. By assessing the design space designers can easily identify the interactor that they need, and if it has not yet been supported they can easily find out where it should be in the hierarchy and how to refine it.

Chiron [21] is a system which separates the application code from the user interface code by attaching user interface agents, called artists, to application abstract data types. Our interactors have a similar task to these artists, but being more structured they are easier to reuse and to implement.

3. The Architectural Model

The need for a new architectural model arose from the desire to explicitly identify input and output functionalities between the user and the application side, and indicate their relationships by exploiting previous experience in graphics and user interface systems. In addition, we want to provide multi-layer networks of interactors, by hierarchically composing input or output parts of interactors. This means that the input of the input part or the output part of an interactor, is not always provided by the user or the application, respectively, but it may be provided by one or more other interactors.

Our architectural model is a refinement of a previous model, formally specified in [18], into the Sather object-oriented programming language [17]. This model was originally inspired by the architecture of the Computer Graphics Reference Model [10]. Then it was modified to satisfy specific requirements in the design and implementation of interaction objects. Thus, for example, the input part is performed by one component alone. This allows us to maintain a clear distinction between the input and output components and their relationships, and also to simplify the architectural model and to have components with a similar load of processing.

![Figure 1: The Architecture of the Interactors Implemented.](image-url)
The model has three main components (Figure 1). Each component identifies important aspects in modelling and designing interaction objects. This means that this decomposition identifies a 3D design space for interaction objects, with one axis associated with each basic component (Abstraction, Presentation, Input). We will now describe these components in terms of the questions they should answer.

- **Abstraction** contains the description of the data which should be visualised; it answers the following questions:
  a1) **What information should be graphically represented?** Its state can contain both application data or graphical entities for further graphical refinement (e.g. projection of a 3D scene into a 2D space, removing hidden lines, etc.).
  a2) **How should this information be rendered?** Given a set of data there are many ways of rendering it. For example, a set of values can be graphically described by a pie chart or a bar chart, or by a function; while a 3D graphical scene can be rendered by identifying different parameters for the projection.
  a3) **When should rendering be performed?** The output trigger performs this task. There may be cases where the answer is simply whenever some new output data is received.
  a4) **Where does it receive output data from?** Here we can find either another interaction object or the functionality of an application object.

- **Input** performs the input processing from the user toward the application; it answers several questions:
  i1) **What input is received from the user side?** Here the data types received from the user side are indicated.
  i2) **What higher level input is produced toward the application side?** The data type which is generated by the input processing of the interaction object considered is indicated. This is the information which mainly identifies the application semantics of an interactor.
  i3) **When should input be provided to the application side?** The input trigger performs this task. Once again, the answer may be whenever some new data is received.
  i4) **What information does it provide for feedback?** Here the input state and/or the last input received from the user side can be indicated.
  i5) **Where should input data be received from?** Here we can either find user-generated actions or other interaction objects.
  i6) **Where should the result of the input be sent to?** Here there is either another interaction object or the functionality of an application object.

- **Presentation** defines the appearance of the interaction object which is the result of the output processing composed with the echo of the input state. It answers the following questions:
  p1) **How should feedback of the user-generated input be represented?** There are many methods here too; for example, all the possible ways to give feedback of the current selected element in a menu (outline rectangle, cross sign, reverse video rectangle, etc.).
  p2) **Where should the result of the output be sent?** Here there is either another interaction object for further graphical refinement or a window of the underlying window system.

The above questions can be divided into two groups: one related to identifying the appearance and behaviour of a specific interactor, and the other questions about where to send or receive data. The answers to the second group of questions are provided when the logical structure of the UIS (which is defined by composing instances of interactors) is defined (there is an example in Figure 5). In fact, at that particular time information flows are defined among interactors, and among interactors and application functionalities. Different interactors can be thought of as performing different transformations on the graphical entities at different abstraction levels (see the Computer Graphics Reference Model [10] as an indication of abstraction levels).

As an example of the answers to the previous questions, let us take the case of a pop-up menu used for selecting a font. In this case the answers are (without considering the “where” questions and by using the indexes a1, a2 and so on to map questions and answers):

- for the Abstraction:
  a1) a set of names of available fonts which are received from the Application side;
a2) by a set of rectangles with a label inside which are associated by the Abstraction to each received font; 
a3) when the button on the mouse is pressed while the cursor is on an area associated with a font selection;

* for the Input:
i1) the position of the cursor;
i2) the font selected;
i3) when the button on the mouse is released while the cursor is in the menu;
i4) the font currently selected by the cursor while the button on the mouse is being pressed;

* for the Presentation:
p1) highlighting the current selected font by inverting foreground and background colours.

The implementation of the architectural model was performed in the Sather [12] programming language. Sather supports efficiency, strong typing, multiple inheritance and garbage collection. These features were useful in the implementation. We implemented three hierarchies of objects, one for each main component. The interaction objects are obtained by multiple inheritance of one object from each hierarchy, and by defining the methods which indicate the interactions among the components. Sather programs are compiled in C programs, and can call C programs and vice versa. This guarantees high portability and easy access to the functionality of underlying window systems such as X. The interaction objects have three general purpose functions (create, resize, configure—connections). They also have four functions which define the relationships among the components that determine its dynamic behaviour (Figure 1). These functions are:

* create, to create a new instance;
* resize, which updates the appearance and processing of the interaction object depending on the new window coordinates;
* configure—connections, that indicates which interactors should receive the results of both the input and output sides.
* input trigger, which can be considered as a Boolean function. When this is verified the processing function of the Input component is called and provides it with the indication of the interactor or the application object to which the result of the function should be given;
* input, which calls the echo function of the input object with the input data received as a parameter and gives its result to the highlight function of the presentation object in order to echo the current input state;
* output trigger, another Boolean function which, when verified, applies two functions to the Abstraction object: trav_meas to provide updated information of its state to the input component, trav_feed to provide similar information to the presentation component which can pass the updated description of the appearance either to another interactor or to the window system for visualisation;
* output, which receives new output data from the application or other interaction objects, and adds them to the state of the interaction object.

Besides being modelled in terms of interactors, i.e. objects which interact with the users, the UIS is also modelled in terms of controllers, i.e. objects which interpret and distribute events of the underlying window systems to interactors, and which control the dynamic allocation and deallocation of interactors on the screen. The functional core is designed in terms of application objects which can follow different paradigms, and conceptual objects which provide an interface between interactors and application objects.

4. The Design of the Hierarchy of the Available Interaction Objects

Once we have defined the general architecture for interaction objects, the problem is then how to design the set of its instances to make them available to developers of user interfaces. The advantage of performing interactors by multiple inheritance of an instance of the three components is that in this way the implementation clearly reflects the architectural model. This makes it easy to explore the underlying design space in the evaluation process of the most suitable interaction objects to support the current task.
There is a general code template in the root of the interactors hierarchy that encapsulates the general dynamic behaviour. This code is implemented by the four functions described above. Different inherited abstraction, presentation and input components can then be linked. For example, if we want to change the type of graphical representation of the application data visualised by the interaction object being considered, only the abstraction object which is inherited needs to be changed (this entails changing one line of code).

We consider the application semantics of an interactor strongly characterised by the data type which its Input component delivers toward the application as being a result of the interaction with the users. Our approach is to highlight the application semantics of each interaction object, as this is the most important result of the user interaction in terms of modifying the state of the Interactive System. This makes it easier to translate the solution in terms of user tasks into a collection of interacting objects that support access to system functionalities.

The most important element in the refinement of the available hierarchy of interaction objects is thus the Input component: so the first levels of our hierarchy are defined in terms of their application semantics. Figure 2 shows the first levels of the hierarchy. We start with very general and basic tasks which were selected by exploiting previous experience in the input model for standard graphics systems and its extensions [2]:

- **Quantifier**, which allows the user to select a value:
- **Text**, which allows the user to input a portion of text;
- **Position**, which allows a graphical point to be selected;
- **Choice**, which enables the user to select from a set of visualised elements.

These are the most general and important basic tasks which we identified. We also consider the possibility of only having output objects (*No Input*). In addition, there are refinements which always depend on semantic considerations thus obtaining more refined tasks associated with the corresponding interactor. The **Quantifier** can be refined, for example, into the **Value in Range** which means selecting a value in a specific interval (further refined, for example, in a **Scrollbar** or in a **Cycle Button**, for providing a value by cycling among a set of values) or into the **Single value** which allows the user to generate a value (further refined, for example, in a **Button** or in **Type-in** for directly typing a value). **Choice** can be refined into **Single choice**, which allows a value to be chosen from a set of visualised predefined values of the same type; **Multiple choice**, which allows multiple values to be chosen from the set of visualised predefined values of the same type; and **Pick**, which allows the user to choose one element from a set of predefined values of different types and with different appearances.

A further refinement can be made on the basis of presentation and behaviour (Figure 3). The following are examples of a presentation-based refinement (taken from the wide set of choices which we have implemented) of a single-choice object: a rectangular menu, a pie-chart or a bar-chart. They only differ in terms of the type of graphical attribute used to encode the information which has to be visualised [15] (rectangles with the same size, angles or rectangles with a size which is proportional to the data value, respectively).

---

**Figure 2** The First Levels of the Hierarchy of Interactors.

---

*Please note that the diagram in the original text is not transcribed but is described in the text.*
Pop-up, stay-up and pull-down menus are examples of behavioural-based refinements of a choice object (these are valid for both single and multiple choice). In the first the output trigger is user-generated and after producing one input value the object is deactivated and disappears. The stay-up menu has an output trigger generated by the user but it can be used to generate multiple input data before disappearing from the corresponding window. The pull-down menu is similar to the pop-up menu but is activated when the button of the mouse is pressed while the cursor is on a specific button on a menu-bar. Finally, there is a refinement which depends on the type of feedback generated: for example, inverting foreground and background colours of the selected element or putting a cross beside it.

In the toolkit we have defined the hierarchy of entities which are objects that can be exchanged among interactors. The first levels of the hierarchy of entities are typical general purpose data types, and it is also possible to refine specific application-oriented objects for better communication with the functional core.

In this approach to developing user interfaces the designer performs task decomposition until his goal is refined in terms of basic tasks which can be associated with interactors. The basic tasks are then refined into the available interaction objects, unlike in the UAN [8] approach where they are refined in a sequence of user actions and system feedback. The interactors are chosen by navigating in the tree of available objects. This tree is organised into logical layers based on the aspects discussed above: application semantics, attributes used for the presentation and type of feedback.

Figure 4 shows a navigation in the tree of the interactors available. At any time it is possible to go down by one level in the tree (the menu on the left indicates the possible current child) and to get information on the components of the currently selected class of interactors.
5. An Example

We now describe an example of an application of our approach. We consider a small subset of an Interactive System which was developed to allow users to interact with GIS (Geographical Information Systems) functionalities. We describe the part which allows the user to select one province in order to visualise it and the borders of its boroughs. Users can also indicate whether the labels related to each borough have to be visualised or not. They can then select one or more boroughs, and related information will appear in a specific stay-up menu.

The first phase consists in performing a task analysis so that what the user wants to perform is decomposed in terms of the basic tasks which the toolkit supports.

In our example the user’s tasks are:
T1) to select one province in Tuscany;
T2) the boroughs of the selected province should then be visualised;
T3) by selecting the graphical representation of one of them related information should appear;
T4) visualising the labels with the names of the boroughs should be under the user’s control.

We now have to associate each task with an interactor whose semantics can support it. T1 is supported by a Menu interactor which allows the user to select one element from a set of elements in the same class (Provinces) and with the same appearance (rectangles with font identifiers inside). T4 can be supported by a Radio Button because there is mutual exclusion among the possible choices and one choice must always be selected, T2 needs the result of the interactions associated with T1 and T4 in order to gain access to the functional core to retrieve the request data. This means that in order to have a UIS able to support the tasks described we need to organise it into a two-layer organisation (Figure 5). T3 is supported by a Pick Interactor because different boroughs have graphical representations with different shapes. When the Pick interactor produces an input result, one interactor to visualise information related to the selected borough has to be visualised.

Thus we can start with three interactors at the lower level: Pick, Menu, Radio and one at the higher level (File–System). The Menu allows the user to indicate which province to visualise, and Radio if the labels with the names of the provinces also have to be visualised or not. The input data generated by these two interactors is passed to the File–System interactor, which accesses the data base functionalities, takes the corresponding data and passes it to the Pick interactor. The Pick interactor visualises it and allows the user to graphically select one borough. The result of the selection dynamically enables a Stay-up menu and visualises information related to the borough selected.

File–System is an example of an interactor which does not access directly to the user interface. However, the result of its Presentation is passed to the Abstraction of another interactor in order to receive further processing; it is then visualised.

![Figure 5: The Architecture of the Example.](image-url)
We use one Controller object which knows the related window for each interactor, the type of events which it is sensitive to and the compositions among interactors. The next figure is an example of the user interface obtained, both interaction techniques and graphics are used. Its specification is only 30 lines long. On one side, the user has selected the province of Massa-Carrara and the “no labels” element of the Radio Button (which means that no labels with the names of the boroughs should appear). On the other side, the graphical representation of the Carrara borough has been selected and the “with labels” radio button element. This leads to the visualisation of a set of information related to the selected borough on the left side of the user interface and of the names of all the boroughs, respectively.

![Figure 6: An Example of Interaction with Territorial Data.](image)

6. Conclusions

We have presented an approach to facilitating the development of user interfaces. It is based on a clear and structured modelling of the interaction objects available. This allows designers to immediately evaluate whether the interactor considered is suitable or not. Its features include:

- A task-oriented classification of interaction objects;
- An explicit architectural model to improve reusability and refinement;
- A clear description of the bidirectional flow of information between users and applications;
- A hierarchy of available interaction objects incorporating the design space proposed.

Our approach allows designers to model their Interactive Systems in such a way as to reflect the logical organisation of user tasks. The resulting systems are thus easier for the final users. Future work will be dedicated to building a tool to provide automatic support for the generation of a User Interface from the description of the user tasks to support, performed by a formal notation.
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